Social Studies Class 2 Oxford
If you ally infatuation such a referred social studies class 2 oxford ebook that will give you worth, acquire the
enormously best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you want to hilarious books, lots of
novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are moreover launched, from best seller to one of the most
current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every book collections social studies class 2 oxford that we will totally offer.
It is not in relation to the costs. Its practically what you habit currently. This social studies class 2 oxford, as one
of the most working sellers here will categorically be in the midst of the best options to review.

Encyclopedia of Language and Linguistics 2005-11-24 The first edition of ELL (1993, Ron Asher, Editor) was
hailed as "the field's standard reference work for a generation". Now the all-new second edition matches ELL's
comprehensiveness and high quality, expanded for a new generation, while being the first encyclopedia to
really exploit the multimedia potential of linguistics. * The most authoritative, up-to-date, comprehensive, and
international reference source in its field * An entirely new work, with new editors, new authors, new topics
and newly commissioned articles with a handful of classic articles * The first Encyclopedia to exploit the
multimedia potential of linguistics through the online edition * Ground-breaking and International in scope and
approach * Alphabetically arranged with extensive cross-referencing * Available in print and online, priced
separately. The online version will include updates as subjects develop ELL2 includes: * c. 7,500,000 words * c.
11,000 pages * c. 3,000 articles * c. 1,500 figures: 130 halftones and 150 colour * Supplementary audio, video and
text files online * c. 3,500 glossary definitions * c. 39,000 references * Extensive list of commonly used
abbreviations * List of languages of the world (including information on no. of speakers, language family, etc.) *
Approximately 700 biographical entries (now includes contemporary linguists) * 200 language maps in print
and online Also available online via ScienceDirect – featuring extensive browsing, searching, and internal
cross-referencing between articles in the work, plus dynamic linking to journal articles and abstract databases,
making navigation flexible and easy. For more information, pricing options and availability visit
www.info.sciencedirect.com. The first Encyclopedia to exploit the multimedia potential of linguistics Groundbreaking in scope - wider than any predecessor An invaluable resource for researchers, academics, students and
professionals in the fields of: linguistics, anthropology, education, psychology, language acquisition, language
pathology, cognitive science, sociology, the law, the media, medicine & computer science. The most
authoritative, up-to-date, comprehensive, and international reference source in its field
The Oxford Handbook of Urban Politics Karen Mossberger 2015-03-13 This text is an authoritative volume on
an established subject in political science and the academy more generally: urban politics and urban studies. It
covers the major themes that animate the subfield: the politics of space and place; power and governance; urban
policy; urban social organization; and much more.
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International Encyclopedia of the Social & Behavioral Sciences James D. Wright 2015-03-26 Fully revised and
updated, the second edition of the International Encyclopedia of the Social and Behavioral Sciences, first
published in 2001, offers a source of social and behavioral sciences reference material that is broader and deeper
than any other. Available in both print and online editions, it comprises over 3,900 articles, commissioned by 71
Section Editors, and includes 90,000 bibliographic references as well as comprehensive name and subject
indexes. Provides authoritative, foundational, interdisciplinary knowledge across the wide range of behavioral
and social sciences fields Discusses history, current trends and future directions Topics are cross-referenced
with related topics and each article highlights further reading
Ortres 1Amr Mack Horsburgh Nicholas 2005-09
The Oxford Handbook of the Archaeology of the Contemporary World Paul Graves-Brown 2013-10-17 It has
been clear for many years that the ways in which archaeology is practised have been a direct product of a
particular set of social, cultural, and historical circumstances - archaeology is always carried out in the present.
More recently, however, many have begun to consider how archaeological techniques might be used to reflect
more directly on the contemporary world itself: how we might undertake archaeologies of, as well as in the
present. This Handbook is the first comprehensive survey of an exciting and rapidly expanding sub-field and
provides an authoritative overview of the newly emerging focus on the archaeology of the present and recent
past. In addition to detailed archaeological case studies, it includes essays by scholars working on the
relationships of different disciplines to the archaeology of the contemporary world, including anthropology,
psychology, philosophy, historical geography, science and technology studies, communications and media,
ethnoarchaeology, forensic archaeology, sociology, film, performance, and contemporary art. This volume seeks
to explore the boundaries of an emerging sub-discipline, to develop a tool-kit of concepts and methods which
are applicable to this new field, and to suggest important future trajectories for research. It makes a significant
intervention by drawing together scholars working on a broad range of themes, approaches, methods, and case
studies from diverse contexts in different parts of the world, which have not previously been considered
collectively.

Eras in Epidemiology Mervyn Susser 2009-08-13 At its core, epidemiology is concerned with changes in
health and disease. The discipline requires counts and measures: of births, health disorders, and deaths, and in
order to make sense of these counts it requires a population base defined by place and time. Epidemiology
relies on closely defined concepts of cause - experimental or observational - of the physical or social
environment, or in the laboratory. Epidemiologists are guided by these concepts, and have often contributed to
their development. Because the disciplinary focus is on health and disease in populations, epidemiology has
always been an integral driver of public health, the vehicle that societies have evolved to combat and contain
the scourges of mass diseases. In this book, the authors trace the evolution of epidemiological ideas from earliest
times to the present. Beginning with the early concepts of magic and the humors of Hippocrates, it moves
forward through the dawn of observational methods, the systematic counts of deaths initiated in 16th-century
London by John Graunt and William Petty, the late 18th-century Enlightenment and the French Revolution,
which established the philosophical argument for health as a human right, the national public health system
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begun in 19th-century Britain, up to the development of eco-epidemiology, which attempts to re-integrate the
fragmented fields as they currently exist. By examining the evolution of epidemiology as it follows the
evolution of human societies, this book provides insight into our shared intellectual history and shows a way
forward for future study.
The Oxford Handbook of Social Class in Counseling William Ming Liu 2013-04-26 Social class is a pervasive
facet of all lives, regardless of one's own social class and status. One would think its ubiquity would make it
necessary for all helping professionals to understand social class and discuss it in therapy and research. Yet social
class and classism are one of the most confusing and difficult concepts to understand and integrate into research
and counseling practice--mostly due to the relative lack of psychological theories, research, and quantitative
data. Fulfiling this need, this handbook summarizes and synthesizes available research on social class and
classism in counseling practice and research areas. The 32 chapters included offer up-to-date, fascinating, and
provocative applications of social class and classism, as seasoned chapter authors provide an overview of theories
related to social class and classism and its application toward research, education, training, and practice. Chapters
include comprehensive coverage of: - lifespan issues related to social class, such as unique aspects of social class
and classism in the lives of children, adolescents, and older adults - how social class is studied and empirically
understood through research, assessment, and practice - implications of social class in career counseling,
psychological assessment and diagnosis, and the therapy relationship - how social class is implicated in positive
psychology, career and work psychology, and health psychology - social class and classism and its connection to
whiteness, racism, sexual orientation, religion and spirituality, and social justice This book offers the first
compendium of counseling related resources on social class and classism and will be a comprehensive, musthave reference for professionals and academics in counseling psychology and related fields for years to come.
The Oxford English Dictionary John Andrew Simpson 1991

U.S. History P. Scott Corbett 2017-12-19 Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the breadth of the
chronological history of the United States and also provides the necessary depth to ensure the course is
manageable for instructors and students alike. U.S. History is designed to meet the scope and sequence
requirements of most courses. The authors introduce key forces and major developments that together form
the American experience, with particular attention paid to considering issues of race, class and gender. The
text provides a balanced approach to U.S. history, considering the people, events and ideas that have shaped the
United States from both the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy) and bottom up (eyewitness accounts,
lived experience).

International Encyclopedia of Human Geography 2019-11-29 International Encyclopedia of Human Geography,
Second Edition embraces diversity by design and captures the ways in which humans share places and view
differences based on gender, race, nationality, location and other factors—in other words, the things that make
people and places different. Questions of, for example, politics, economics, race relations and migration are
introduced and discussed through a geographical lens. This updated edition will assist readers in their research
by providing factual information, historical perspectives, theoretical approaches, reviews of literature, and
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provocative topical discussions that will stimulate creative thinking. Presents the most up-to-date and
comprehensive coverage on the topic of human geography Contains extensive scope and depth of coverage
Emphasizes how geographers interact with, understand and contribute to problem-solving in the
contemporary world Places an emphasis on how geography is relevant in a social and interdisciplinary context
Word Perfect Ronald Ridout 1977 This popular spelling and vocabulary course is carefully graded to ensure
pupils made steady progress. The words in the book are accompanied by exercises teaching their usage. Word
Perfect Spelling is idea for primary and secondary schools.This course consists of:Introductory Book
9780602209841Book 1 9780602209858Book 2 9780602209865Book 3 9780602209872Book 4 9780602209889Book 5
9780602209896Book 6 9780602209902Book 7 9780602209919

Rise & Shine — An Integrated Semester Course for Class 2 (Semester 2) Rev. Fr. Cosmos 2020-04-01 Rise and
Shine – An Integrated Semester Course for Classes 1 to 5 has been designed and formulated in accordance with
the guidelines of the latest National Curriculum Framework (NCF). It is a set of ten books, two for each class
and one per semester. Each book includes subjects such as English, Mathematics, EVS/Science, Social Studies
and General Knowledge. The key feature of the course is to make learning a joyful experience. Each book
closely interweaves concepts to lay a strong foundation at the primary level. The course focuses on interactive
approach to make the children active participants in the process of learning. Some of the key features of the
series are :

Based on the curriculum guidelines given by the latest National Curriculum Framework.

Graded and matched to the number of class hours planned by the schools.

Key concepts in each subject

linked with interesting explanations; visual aids such as illustrations, photographs, diagrams, maps and tables;
activities, games and real-life examples.

Carefully graded and comprehensive exercises for true evaluation.

Online support for © Animated lessons and interactive exercises for better understanding of the concepts learnt
in the textbook. © Assignments and E-book (For Teacher’s only)

Teachers Resource Book to facilitate

teaching.

Living Together Michael Haig 2008-04-01 Social Studies for Jamaica is a three-level course written specifically
to cover the ROSE Social Studies syllabus. It covers the three core themes of Living Together, Working
Together and Growing Together.
Oxford Textbook of Global Public Health Roger Detels 2017 Sixth edition of the hugely successful,
internationally recognised textbook on global public health and epidemiology comprehensively covering the
scope, methods, and practice of the discipline.
Oxford Discover, Level 2 Oxford Dictionaries Staff 2014-05-08 Using an inquiry-based approach to learning,
Oxford Discover develops the communication skills and thinking skills students need for success in the 21st
century. Who are your family and friends? Where can we see colors? How can we make music? Oxford
Discover uses Big Questions such as these to tap into students' natural curiosity. It enables them to ask their
own questions, find their own answers, and explore the world around them. This approach to language
learning and literacy,supported by a controlled grammar and skills syllabus, helps students achieve near-native
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fluency in English. Oxford Discover gives teachers the tools to develop children's 21st century skills, creating
young thinkers with great futures. Use with Show and Tell as part of 9-level course.

Secondary Social Studies for Pakistan Peter Moss 2004
Social Epidemiology Lisa F. Berkman 2014 "Eleven fully updated chapters include entries on the links
between health and discrimination, income inequality, social networks and emotion, while four all-new
chapters examine the role of policies in shaping health, including how to translate evidence into action with
multi-level interventions."
The Oxford Illustrated History of the First World War Hew Strachan 2014-04-24 The First World War, now a
century ago, still shapes the world in which we live, and its legacy lives on, in poetry, in prose, in collective
memory and political culture. By the time the war ended in 1918, millions lay dead. Three major empires lay
shattered by defeat, those of Germany, Austria-Hungary, and the Ottomans. A fourth, Russia, was in the throes
of a revolution that helped define the rest of the twentieth century. The Oxford History of the First World
War brings together in one volume many of the most distinguished historians of the conflict, in an account that
matches the scale of the events. From its causes to its consequences, from the Western Front to the Eastern,
from the strategy of the politicians to the tactics of the generals, they chart the course of the war and assess its
profound political and human consequences. Chapters on economic mobilization, the impact on women, the role
of propaganda, and the rise of socialism establish the wider context of the fighting at sea and in the air, and
which ranged on land from the trenches of Flanders to the mountains of the Balkans and the deserts of the
Middle East. First published for the 90th anniversary of the 1918 Armistice, this highly illustrated revised
edition contains significant new material to mark the 100th anniversary of the war's outbreak.

War in the Nineteenth Century Jeremy Black 2013-04-26 This book provides an accessible and up-to-date
account of the rich military history of the nineteenth century. It takes a fresh approach, making novel links
with conflict and coercion, and moving away from teleological emphases. Naval developments and warfare are
included, as are social and cultural dimensions of military activity. Leading military historian Jeremy Black
offers the reader a twenty-first century approach to this period, particularly through his focus on the dynamic
drive provided by different forms of military goals, or "tasking". This allows echoes with modern warfare to
come to the fore and provides a fuller understanding of a period sometimes considered solely as background to
the total war of 1914-45. Alongside state-to-state warfare and the move toward "total war", Black's emphasis on
different military goals gives due weight to trans-oceanic conflict at the expense of non-Europeans. Irregular,
internal and asymmetric war are all considered, ranging from local insurgencies to imperial expeditions, and
provide a deliberate shift from Western-centricity. At the very cutting edge of its field, this book is a must
read for all students and scholars of military history and its related disciplines.
The Oxford Handbook of Global Health Politics Colin McInnes 2020 Protecting and promoting health is
inherently a political endeavor that requires a sophisticated understanding of the distribution and use of power.
Yet while the global nature of health is widely recognized, its political nature is less well understood. In recent
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decades, the interdisciplinary field of global health politics has emerged to demonstrate the interconnections of
health and core political topics, including foreign and security policy, trade, economics, and development.
Today a growing body of scholarship examines how the global health landscape has both shaped and been
shaped by political actors and structures. The Oxford Handbook of Global Health Politics provides an
authoritative overview and assessment of research on this important and complicated subject. The volume is
motivated by two arguments. First, health is not simply a technical subject, requiring evidence-based solutions
to real-world problems, but an arena of political contestation where norms, values, and interests also compete
and collide. Second, globalization has fundamentally changed the nature of health politics in terms of the ideas,
interests, and institutions involved. The volume comprises more than 30 chapters by leading experts in global
health and politics. Each chaper provides an overview of the state of the art on a given theoretical perspective,
major actor, or global health issue. The Handbook offers both an excellent introduction to scholars new to the
field and also an invaluable teaching and research resource for experts seeking to understand global health
politics and its future directions.

French Musical Life Katharine Ellis 2021 Explicitly or not, the historical musicology of post-Revolutionary
France has focused on Paris as a proxy for the rest of the country. This distorting lens is the legacy of political
and cultural struggle during the long nineteenth century, indicating a French Revolution unresolved both
then and now. In light of the capital's power as the seat of a centralizing French state (which provincials found
'colonizing') and as a cosmopolitan musical crossroads of nineteenth-century Europe, the struggles inherent in
creating sustainable musical cultures outside Paris, and in composing local and regionalist music, are ripe for
analysis. Replacement of 'France' with Paris has encouraged normative history-writing articulated by the
capital's opera and concert life. Regional practices have been ignored, disparaged or treated piecemeal. This
book is a study of French musical centralization and its discontents during the period leading up to and beyond
the provincial awakening of the Belle Époque. The book explains how different kinds of artistic
decentralization and regionalism were hard won (or not) across a politically turbulent century from the 1830s
to World War II. In doing so it redraws the historical map of musical power relations in mainland France.
Based on work in over 70 archives, chapters on conservatoires, concert life, stage music, folk music and
composition reveal how tensions of State and locality played out differently depending on the structures and
funding mechanisms in place, the musical priorities of different communities, and the presence or absence of
galvanizing musicians. Progressively, the book shifts from musical contexts to musical content, exploring the
pressure point of folk music and its translation into local color for officials who perpetually feared national
division. Control over composition on the one hand, and the emotional intensity of folk-based musical
experience on the other, emerges as a matter of consistent official praxis. In terms of French music and its
compositional styles, what results is a surprising new historiography of French neoclassicism, bound into and
growing out of a study of diversity and its limits in daily musical life.

Feminism and Masculinities Peter F. Murphy 2004-07-15 This Reader provides an international mixture of
the best classic foundational pieces and recent key works that investigate masculinity from a feminist
perspective. The chapters examine a wide range of topics including gay liberation, the men's movement, black
and working-class masculinities, homophobia and the Internet.
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Gender and Conversational Interaction Deborah Tannen 1993-09-23 The author of the best-selling You Just
Don't Understand, Deborah Tannen, has collected twelve papers about gender-related patterns in
conversational interaction. The theoretical thrust of the collection, like that of Tannen's own work, is
anthropological and sociolinguistic: female and male styles are approached as different "cultural" practice.
Beginning with Tannen's own essay arguing for the relativity of discourse strategies, the volume challenges
facile generalizations about gender-based styles and explores the complex relationship between gender and
language use. The chapters, some previously unpublished and some classics in the field, address discourse across
the lifespan, including preschool, junior high school, and adult interaction. They explore such varied discourse
contexts as preschool disputes, romantic and sexual teasing among adolescent girls, cooperative competition in
adolescent "girl talk," conversational storytelling, a faculty committee meeting, children in an urban black
neighborhood at play, and a legal dispute in a Tenejapan village in Mexico. Two chapters review and evaluate
the literature on key areas of gender-related linguistic phenomena: interruption and amount of talk. Gender
and Conversational Interaction will interest general readers as well as students and scholars in a variety of
disciplines including linguistics, sociolinguistics, anthropology, sociology, psychology, women's studies, and
communications.

Oxford Textbook of Medical Education Kieran Walsh 2016 Providing a comprehensive and evidence-based
reference guide for those who have a strong and scholarly interest in medical education, the Oxford Textbook
of Medical Education contains everything the medical educator needs to know in order to deliver the
knowledge, skills, and behaviour that doctors need. The book explicitly states what constitutes best practice and
gives an account of the evidence base that corroborates this. Describing the theoretical educational principles
that lay the foundations of best practice in medical education, the book gives readers a through grounding in all
aspects of this discipline. Contributors to this book come from a variety of different backgrounds, disciplines and
continents, producing a book that is truly original and international.
The Oxford Encyclopedia of American Cultural and Intellectual History Joan Shelley Rubin 2013-03-14 The
Oxford Encyclopedia of American Cultural and Intellectual History brings together in one two-volume set the
record of the nation's values, aspirations, anxieties, and beliefs as expressed in both everyday life and formal
bodies of thought. Over the past twenty years, the field of cultural history has moved to the center of
American historical studies, and has come to encompass the experiences of ordinary citizens in such arenas as
reading and religious practice as well as the accomplishments of prominent artists and writers. Some of the
most imaginative scholarship in recent years has emerged from this burgeoning field. The scope of the volume
reflects that development: the encyclopedia incorporates popular entertainment ranging from minstrel shows
to video games, middlebrow ventures like Chautauqua lectures and book clubs, and preoccupations such as
"Perfectionism" and "Wellness" that have shaped Americans' behavior at various points in their past and that
continue to influence attitudes in the present. The volumes also make available recent scholarly insights into
the writings of political scientists, philosophers, feminist theorists, social reformers, and other thinkers whose
works have furnished the underpinnings of Americans' civic activities and personal concerns. Anyone wishing
to understand the hearts and minds of the inhabitants of the United States from the early days of settlement to
the twenty-first century will find the encyclopedia invaluable.
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Our Lives Today Cephas C. Kamau 2006

The Oxford Handbook of Political Institutions R. A. W. Rhodes 2008-06-12 The study of political institutions is
among the founding pillars of political science. With the rise of the 'new institutionalism', the study of
institutions has returned to its place in the sun. This volume provides a comprehensive survey of where we
are in the study of political institutions, covering both the traditional concerns of political science with
constitutions, federalism and bureaucracy and more recent interest in theory and the constructed nature of
institutions. The Oxford Handbook of Political Institutions draws together a galaxy of distinguished contributors
drawn from leading universities across the world. Authoritative reviews of the literature and assessments of
future research directions will help to set the research agenda for the next decade.
Bottlenecks Joseph Fishkin 2014 Based on author's thesis (doctoral--Oxford University, 2009) under title:
Opportunity pluralism.

Sexuality Studies Sanjay Srivastava 2013-06-06 Sexuality in general and particularly in India remains an ever
enigmatic phenomenon, giving rise to a vast field of academic study across the social and human sciences.
Through in-depth theoretical analysis and an array of case studies, this volume establishes a firm analytical
framework for sexuality studies in the country.
Left to Our Own Devices Julia Ticona 2022-01-14 An examination of the ways that digital technologies play an
increasingly important role in the lives of precarious workers, far beyond the gig economy apps like Uber and
Lyft. Over the past three decades, digital technologies like smartphones and laptops have transformed the way
we work in the US. At the same time, workers at both ends of the income ladder have experienced rising
levels of job insecurity and anxiety about their economic futures. In Left to Our Own Devices, Julia Ticona
explores the ways that workers use their digital technologies to navigate insecure and flexible labor markets.
Through 100 interviews with high and low-wage precarious workers across the US, she explores the
surprisingly similar "digital hustles" they use to find work and maintain a sense of dignity and identity. Ticona
then reveals how the digital hustle ultimately reproduces inequalities between workers at either end of
polarized labor markets. A moving and accessible look at the intimate consequences of contemporary capitalism,
Left to Our Own Devices will be of interest to sociologists, communication and media studies scholars, as well as
a general audience of readers interested in digital technologies, inequality, and the future of work in the US.
The Oxford Handbook of Social Class in Counseling William Ming Liu 2013-03-28 This book summarizes and
synthesizes the available research on social class and classism around counseling practice and research. The
authors offer interesting and provocative applications of social class and classism to varied practice and research
settings, and provide suggestions toward education, training, and practice.

Oxford Lower Secondary Social Studies: 8: Student Book Pat Lunt 2019-02-14
Oxford Practice Grammar John Eastwood 2011
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Tweeting to Power Jason Gainous 2014 Using theory and data, Gainous and Wagner illustrate how online
social media is bypassing traditional media and creating new forums for the exchange of political information
and campaigning.
The Oxford Handbook of Political Behavior Russell J. Dalton 2009-07-02 This Oxford Handbook assembles the
world's leading scholars on public opinion and political behavior to describe the state-of-the-art research on the
beliefs, values and behaviors of contemporary publics. It will become the first point of reference for scholars
and students interested in these key issues.

The Southern Key Michael Goldfield 2020 "The South is today, as it always has been, the key to understanding
American society, its politics, its constitutional anomalies and government structure, its culture, its social
relations, its music and literature, its media focus, its blind spots, and virtually everything else. The Golden
Key argues that much of what is important in American politics and society today was largely shaped by the
successes and failures of the labor movements of the 1930s and 1940s, and most notably the failures of southern
labor organizing during this period. It also argues that these failures, despite some important successes in
organizing interracial unions, left the South (and consequentially much of the rest of the United States as well)
racially backward and open to right-wing demagoguery. These failures have led to a nationwide decline in
unionization, growing economic inequality, and overall failures to confront white supremacy head on. In an
in-depth look at unexamined archival material and detailed data, The Golden key challenges established
historiography, both telling a tale of race, radicalism, and betrayal and arguing that the outcome was not at all
predetermined"-Economics, Politics and Social Studies in Oxford, 1900–85 Sir Norman Chester 1986-06-18
The Oxford History of Islam John L. Esposito 2000-04-06 Lavishly illustrated with over 300 pictures, including
more than 200 in full color, The Oxford History of Islam offers the most wide-ranging and authoritative
account available of the second largest--and fastest growing--religion in the world. John L. Esposito, Editor-inChief of the four-volume Oxford Encyclopedia of the Modern Islamic World, has gathered together sixteen
leading scholars, both Muslim and non-Muslim, to examine the origins and historical development of Islam--its
faith, community, institutions, sciences, and arts. Beginning in the pre-Islamic Arab world, the chapters range
from the story of Muhammad and his Companions, to the development of Islamic religion and culture and the
empires that grew from it, to the influence that Islam has on today's world. The book covers a wide array of
subjects, casting light on topics such as the historical encounter of Islam and Christianity, the role of Islam in the
Mughal and Ottoman empires, the growth of Islam in Southeast Asia, China, and Africa, the political, economic,
and religious challenges of European imperialism in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and Islamic
communities in the modern Western world. In addition, the book offers excellent articles on Islamic religion,
art and architecture, and sciences as well as bibliographies. Events in the contemporary world have led to an
explosion of interest and scholarly work on Islam. Written for the general reader but also appealing to
specialists, The Oxford History of Islam offers the best of that recent scholarship, presented in a readable style
and complemented by a rich variety of illustrations.
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Electronic Music School Will Kuhn 2021 "This book is a practical blueprint for teachers wanting to begin
teaching project-based music technology, production and songwriting to secondary and college-age students.
We hope to inspire teachers to expand beyond the usual ensemble offerings to create a culture of unique
creativity at their school. The book will primarily draw upon the authors' experiences developing and
implementing the music technology program at Lebanon High School, one of the nation's largest secondarylevel programs, and courses at New York University and Montclair State University. While the lesson
templates can be used with any hardware and software setup, the book uses the popular digital audio
workstation Ableton Live for specific examples and screenshots"--

Interpreting Herodotus Thomas Harrison 2018 Developing the themes and ideas of Charles W. Fornara's
seminal publication Herodotus: An Interpretative Essay (Oxford, 1971), this volume offers a new look at the
Histories in light of the explosion of scholarship in the intervening years, focusing particularly on how we can
interpret Herodotus' work in terms of the context in which he wrote.
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